1. **Look and match.**

   *Say: Match the pairs of letters. Show children that the n and N have a line drawn between them.*

   ![Letter Matching](image)

   Marks: 1 point for each correct answer.
   Total = _____ / 5

2. **Listen and tick ✓.**

   *Say: Look at the pictures and listen. Tick ✓ the correct sentences.*

   Say: In Picture 1 the boy is ill. In Picture 2 the girl is sad. In Picture 3 the ice cream is hot. In picture 4 the weather is wet. In picture 5 the camel is under the chair.

   ![Listening and Ticking](image)

   Marks: 1 point for each correct answer.
   Total = _____ / 5

3. **Listen and circle.**

   *Say: Listen and circle the correct number for each picture. Say: The windy day is 6. The rainbow is 9. Night-time is 7. The wet day is 10. The sunny day is 8.*

   ![Listening and Circle](image)

   Marks: 2 points for each correct answer.
   Total = _____ / 10

   **Total marks = _____ / 20**